
1. Margin notes added 1/2022, C. Felsing
2.According to BestPlaces website, Deming, NM gets 288 days of sunshine; https://wwwbestplaces.net.  Another website for solar calculations says 330 days of sunshine; https://www.nrel.gov >documents




3.Select Western Lands “high-tailed it out of town” to the state of Florida years ago under a cloud of lawsuits mostly about water quality in Sunshine Valley Ranchettes (SVR).  SVR has over 17,900 lots but today there are just 6 full-time residents and about 4 habitable vacation cabins. 



4.	There is no farmland in SVR, only scrub desert.  Sometimes the wild grass offers good grazing however deeds for ranchette lots do not include grazing or mineral rights.  Most all lots in SVR have caleche (clay) soil.  The 1980 Luna County Soil Survey done by the US Dept of Agriculture says the vast majority of SVR has Hondale soils, which are alkali with poor to severe permeability according to the report.    A few narrow areas of land are Bluepoint-Onite, a deep sand.  
5.	There are 254 miles of road right-of-way in SVR; 93% is unimproved and was last graded 3-6 years ago.  Yucca, mesquite and cactus plants grow in the middle of these “roads”; some 3-4 feet tall.  For those of us living here, that’s not a complaint because in the years they graded all the unimproved roadbeds, dust storms were terrible.




6.	 We do have a nice desert climate but on this page are 2 miss-identifications:  The flower is not a Yucca, rather a Bird of Paradise, non-native but hardy here.   The photo of the park in lower left is City of Rocks State Park. 

City





7.	93% of SVR roads are unimproved and last graded 3-6 years ago.
8.	Columbus Electric charges $2,000/every 350’ extension of the main power line and property owners are required to “pick up the tab”.   Luna County regulations for conventional septic systems require a ¾-acre lot so it is best to have 2 contiguous lots; a “special treatment facility” must be installed to build on a ½ acre lot and will cost thousands of dollars more. 
9.	The town of Deming does have very good water but not SVR.  SVR wells have high fluoride, enough to make it non-potable though it’s great for cleaning – very soft! Wells also have high micro-sand that makes them susceptible to cave-in and often requires whole house filtration to keep the sand out of pressure tanks, dishwashers, wash machines, hot water tanks etc.  Water rights are “king” in a desert so domestic wells are limited and can only be used for residential purposes not watering livestock or garden produce for resale.






Altogether, this 1970’s sales brochure is quite deceiving about the quality of ranchette lots in Sunshine Valley Ranchettes.   Starting with exaggerations (lies) about how many sunny days in Deming and that the quality of well water is the same as in the City of Deming, plus implying that soil conditions found near Deming are the same as in SVR, then lying about the quality of roads.  A major limitation for SVR is that a buildable lot must now have ¾ acre. To top it off, the brochure is “mum” about ranchette deeds not including grazing and mineral rights.  
Last but not least, 1970’s prices don’t reflect costs today plus land values in Luna County have not increased; a lot selling for $299 in 1970 should be worth $2,066 today to have kept pace with inflation;  unfortunately the 2022 Tax Assessor’s value of $600/lot is high if located on unimproved roads far from power lines!




